strings or linear lists (one-way or two-way) trees (lists without shared subli~ts) graphs (structures whose elements are linked to each other in arbitrary ways )
Probably the only thing common in handling all of these data structures is the ability to define fields and manipulate pointers. There are languages like L 6 [4] that are aimed at this level. We think that drawing the dividing line at the level of fields and pointers leaves a much greater part of the implementation of a high-level list-processing language above than below the line, and we aimed at easing the burden of implementing listprocessing languages to a greater extent. In particular, we wanted NUCLEOL itself to take care of the organization of lists in terms of data fields and pointers, so that a user would not have to refer explicitly to pointers to carry out such list-oriented operations as insertion and deletion of sublists (but could, e.g., say something like "insert list x at point y in list z" ).
A~ng
at this level, however, forced us to renounce the generality of graphs as data structures. It is in the restricted case of trees that we felt there were sufficiently general and efficient common operations that would warrant our effort.
Our goal in designing NUCLEOL can now be stated as follows : To provide a system, as simple as possible, which is sufficient, in a practical sense, so that any list-processing language which operates on tree-structured data can be implemented in terms of it easily and efficiently. It became crucially important then, that the description of NUCLEOL itself be complete, so there would be no misunderstandings to a person who studied it sufficiently deeply. And that the implementation of NUCLEOL itself be simple.
We will discuss at the end of this paper to what degree we consider having achieved this goal.
Informal Description
NUCLEOL programs as well as data are well-formed strinss (abbreviated as wfs) of units called constituents. A constituent carries the following information: its t~, an attribute, and (with the exception of parenthesis constituents mentioned below) data. Among the various types of constituents there are two, the left-~enthesis ~( and the ri~ parenthesis which occur in a in [ ence it is convenient to introduce a unit called a block, which is either a single constituent (other than a parenthesis)Jr an appropriate string enclosed in parentheses. Because of this block structure a wfs can be interpreted as being organized as a tree as well as a linear string.
Each wTs is accessed by means of a unique constituent ~S called the scanner, which can be moved around in a manner convenient for both of the interpretations of awfs as a linear list or a tree. The scanner gives access to the two blocks to its left and right (if present), and also designates the two gaps to its left and right (where a new block may be inserted). The scanner carries a ~me as iLs data, which is also the name of the wfs accessed by this scanner.
Apart from parenthese,~ ~,.,~,i :~:~,~-ner, t~.~ere i~ one more type of constituent which relates to the st].11c,![~ I , [ ,[)If ~ ~f s' S called a reference constituent ~R. It may occur anywhere ~n a wfs ,nd refer to any wTs, either in its entirety or to the blocks ¢,r gaps n¢:ar the scanner.
The remaining tyl~s are d~ata constituents, of which there are three, namely ~B (bitstrinss), ~C (<'hara::t:ershrings) and ~D (numbers), and finally a l~rameter constituenT, ~ w~-i~ is used to represent formal arguments in macros.
A NUCLEOL state is a set of ~fs's no two of which have the same ns:m_e, and exactly one of which has a scanner whose attribute characterizes it as the execution scanner. The ~yntax of NUCLEOL is given by a set of rules (mostly in Backus Naur Form~ but the sentence above is also part of the definition) which defines what a NUCLEOL state is.
The semantics is defined by a f!nlction NUCSTEP, which assigns to some of the states a next state. A NUCLEOL execution is a sequence of states each one of which gets transforTaed by NUCSTEP into its successor. If there is a last state, then either NUCSTEP is undefined on it, or during the past transition one of a small number of stop conditions must have occurred. 'wow' 'souRcE' 'sz ' )xw
The wfs SINK is as small as it can be, since every wfs must contain at least a pair of external parentheses (distinguished by an attribute X) and a scanner. The scanner ~S 'SOURCE' has a block to its left but none to its right.
The scanner named PROGRAM is in its external position (i.e., outside the external parentheses. This position is distinguished by the fact that (by definition) the block to the right of the scanner is the same as the block to its left, namely, the entire wfs exclusive of the scanner. I.e., wTs are considered to be circular. This scanner is also distinguished by its attribute N (for neutral) to be the execution scanner, and its motion represents the flow of control in the program.
The ~C constituent inside wTs PROGRAM has an attribute K (for ke~word), which marks the beginning of the instruction ~CK 'MOVE' ~RL 'SOURCE' ~RL 'SINK'. Each of the two ~R constituents has an attribute L (for lef.t), and execution of this instruction causes the block currently to the left of scanner ~S 'SOURCE' to be deleted and inserted in the gap to the left of scanner" ~S 'SINK'.
Let us now trace the sequence of successive states generated by repeated application of the function NUCSTEP on the state described above.
First step: the attribute (N) of the execution scanner is matched against the protection attribute (N) of the ~( constituent to its right. Because they match, the schemer enters the blocK, i.e., is shifted past the constituent to its right (if ohe atcrib,.,~tes do not match, the execution scanner skips around the block to its rigl '.~).
Second step: the MOVE instruction is executed, which deletes the block ~( ~D '-17' ~C 'STRING OF ARBITRARY LENGTH' ~) from wfs SOURCE and inserts it to the left of scanner ~S 'SINK'. Therc~fter, the execution scanner is placed to the right of the instruction Just executed.
Third step: the execution scanner, which still has an attribute N, cannot pass through the ~) constituent with attribute W. This causes the scanner to bounce to the corresponding left parenthesis, where it finds itself again in front of the MOVE instruction.
Fourth step: the MOVE instruction is executed again, and this time the single constituent ~B 'O0111' is deleted from wfs SOURCE and inserted in the gap to the left of scanner ~S 'SINK'. Then the execution scanner moves past the instruction.
Fifth step: execution scanner bounces again.
Sixth step: the execution scanner attempts to execute the MOVE instruction a third time. During evaluation of its first argument ~RL 'SOURCE'3 however, it is found out that now there is no block to the left of the scanner ~S 'SOURCE'
This causes the execution scanner to skip the MOVE instruction as before, but now its attrib~Le changes from N to W (our mnemonic for "something went wrong").
Seventh step: now that the attribute of the execution scanner hatches the attribute of the parenthesis, the scanner passes through the ~)XW 3 instead of bouncing. Since the execution scanner's exiting through an external parenthesis is a condition for stopping, the sequence terminates here.
Hence, the one-instruction progr~u abo~ has the effect of deleting all the blocks (at a given level of nesbing --in this case all first-level blocks) from wfs SOURCE and inserting them in reversed order in wfs SINK.
NUCLEOL has 15 instructions (or 16, depending on how theyare counted), of which we now give a rather abbreviated description (compare this ~ith the syntactic description in the next section).
Structur~l Operations
MOVE In addition to the motion of blocks described earlier, this instruction also serves the purpose of returning blocks and entire wfs's of input and output (e.g.~ ~CK 'MOVE' ~R 'SYSINPUT' ~R " adds a named wfs to the current NUCLEOL state from the system's input device).
C01~Y Acts in the s~ne w~y as MOVE, except that the original is copied, not deleted.
SHFT Shifts a scanner one constitutent to the left or right, and hence ~ay be used to enter and leave blocks (the MOVE instruction is used to skip blocks). Since wTs are considered to be circular, shifting a scanner from its external position in either direction ~kes sense.
-44-RSTR Restores a scanner to one of three positions: its external position 3 to the right of the next outer left parenthesis, to the left of the next outer right parenthesis.
.....
?
Bitstring Operations AND, OR, NOT generate a ~B constituent whose bitstring is obtained by performing bitwise logical operation on the bitstrings in its arguments.
Characterstring Operations CONC generates a ~C constituent whose characterstring is the concatenation of the strings in its arguments.
SPLT splits the last character from a ~C constituent and generates a new ~C constituent from it.
Numerical O~eration~ ADD, SUB, MLT, DIV generate a ~D constituent whose number is the result of performing an arithmetic operation on the numbers in the arguments.
Data Conversion
CVRT converts (if possible) a constituent of one~ype to a constituent of another type and/or attribute (e.g., ~D to ~C or ~ and vice versa, ~C to ~R, etc.).
TEST
All of the above instructions set the attribute of the execution scanner to W if they cannot be performed. The last instruction, TF~T~ can set this attribute to one of four values, namely: S test was successful F failure (the comparison demanded by the test was carried out and the result was negative)
U undefined (the data to be compared was not of the proper type)
W wrong (the data to be compared could not be accessed)
Having more than two possible outcomes for a test is natural and very useful when aecessin$ a data item is as much part of the test as comparing it once it has been found. The outcome indicates how far execution of the test could be carried out.
Jumps
Notice there seem to be no go-to-statements in this list of instructions. This is not quite true, as the instruction RSTR, when it refers to the execution scanner itself is a Jump (of limited usefulness). Much more control is available by using the "bouncing and skipping" logic which depends on the protection attributes of parentheses and the attribute of the execution scanner.
-45 -There is, however, a hidden 16th instruction, which takes effect when the execution scanner finds itself just in front of a ~R constituent, as in
~SN 'PROGRAM' ~RR 'NRW'
The NUCSTEP function causes the following changes to occur in the state. a) Shift the scanner PROGRAM past the reference constituent ~RR 'NEW' b) Reset the attribute of scanner PROGRAM (to "blank") so it is no longer the execution scanner. c) Set the attribute of scanner NEW to N, so it becomes the execution scanner.
Notice that execution continues wherever the scanner NEW happened to be. By executing the reference ~R 'NEW' instead of ~RR 'NEW', the scanner NEW would have been reset to its external position before exchanging control.
It is clear that with this facility, and given that reference constituents can be operated upon, such devices as subroutine call and return, coroutine jumps, and switches are easily programmable.
We don't present this as evidence that labels and go-to statements are obsolete (maybe Dijkstra would? -see [5] ). We considered seriously having label constituents and allowing references to them. In NUCLEOL, however, such labels would necessarily be dynamic, and the overhead associated with their use (e.g.~ what happens when you copy a label?) did not seem consistent with our aims of simplicity. Not having labels in NUCLEOL, of course, does not imply that there could not be labels in a language based on it.
Formal Definition
Describin..g a programming language and defining it are two very different things. In a description to someone unfamiliar with a language one wants to stress a few highlights and avoid burdening his memory with details. This is what we have attempted to do in the previous section, in a definition, on the other hand, one has to say everything there is to say. Because of the intended ~me of NUCLEOL as a basis in terms of which ether languages may be implemented, we felt it necessary to attempt at least to provide a complete rigorous definition of the language.
Below is a complete definition of the syntax of NUCLEOL, mostly in (a slightly modified) Backus-Naur Form but also containing some English sentences (for convenience ands in one case, necessity). The notation <something * > means "one or more occurrences of <something>" and <something*?> means "zero or more occurrences of <something>". While there are well-established tools for the definition of the syntax of programming languages, the situation is completely different with respect to semantics.
We insisted that the definition should serve the dual purpose of defining NUCLEOL to humans and to machines. This principle is not often taken into consideration. It is correct that any compiler or interpreter defines a language to a particular computer completely, but this is not of much use to somebody who must implement the language on a new machine.
A review of earlier attempts to define programming languages indicated to us that McCarthy's approach ([6, 7] and other papers), would be best suited to serve our dual purpose. Hence a definition of NUCLEOL was written which is, at the same time, a PL/1 program for an interpreter. PL/1 was chosen because, among well-known high-level languages, it offers the greatest flexibility of notation, which is an important point if a program is to be its own documentation.
The interpreter which resulted currently consists of about 1500 PL/i statements. We estimate that through "tight coding" this number could be reduced to lO00, but our aim was clear documentation and avoidance of all "tricky" progra/mmlng. 0nly the top part of the interpreter, which consists of about 400 statements, is part of the formal definition of NUCLEOL. It is written in terms of about 50 basic predicates and functions, listed below. The remaining lO00 statements implement these predicates and functions and they are too detailed and machine-dependent (in this case, PL/1-dependent) to be very enlightening.
NUCLEOL Basic Functions and Predicates
BASIC PREDICATES :
IS-BLOCK(BL~CK) ;
ISTCONSTITU~ (CONSTi~UZ~) ;

IS--DIRECTION(DIRECTION) ; IS BITS(BITSTRING) ;
IS-CHRS (CHARACTERSTRING) ;
IS-NUXB(NU~Fa) ;
IS_-CONVERTIBLE (CONVERSION MODE, CONSTITUENT ) ;
CANPASS (SCANNER ATtrIBUTE, PARENTHESIS-ATTRIBUTE) ; TESTS (TEST_MODE, ~0NSTITUENTi, CONSTITUENT 2) ; To summarize: Our defi~i~ion of NUCLEOL consists of about 400 PL/1 statementswhich are part of an interpreter, and about 60 postulates which relate the flmctions to each other'in terms of which the interpretive part of the definition is written. Needless to say, we would have liked to prove some sort of completeness of this definition, but we just didn't know how to go about doing this.
Conclusion
We consider having been successful in reducing a programming langusge of potentially great complexity (because of the data structures involved) to a small yet practically usable corej whose parts fit into a conceptual system with few basic notions. The adequacy of the instruction set was tested during the design stage by writing a macrogenerator for NUCLEOL, in NUCLEOL.
We have not yet reached a definite opinion concerning the practical feasibility of a formal definition of programming languages, even one as simple as NUCLEOL. McCarthy's approach (which, incidentally, is the main base for an attempt at the formal definition of PL/1 by a group at the IBM laboratory in Vienna (see [8] ~ and msny reports)) appeared to amount essentially to "good programming"--e.g., identify the basic functions in terms of which the interpreter sho~dd be written, distinguish carefully among different levels of activity (in our case: operations on the state, on a wfs, a block, a constituent, and finally on the data contained in a constituent).
Current Work
One of the guiding lights in the design of NUCLEOL was its applicability to tree transformations as they occur in linguistic analysis, particularly in testing transformational grammars. Such a system, in which tree transfo~nations can be specified by patterns and replacements, and in which subtrees, which match the pattern, are replaced recursively is currently being written in NUCLEOL.
Lastly, for NUCLEOL to serve its purpose it is important that it may be implemented easily on other machines, and that it may run efficiently.
Having an interpreter written in PL/1 solves the first problem for installations which have a PL/1 compiler, but hardly the second one.
Our aim in writing the PL/i interpreter was mainly one of documentation. It is intended that efficient implementations of NUCLEOL will be obtained by using this interpreter not as a PL/1 program, but as an input to a macro processor. For each of the PL/i constructs used (care was exercised to limit this set as much as possible) a macro has to be defined in the target language. This leaves an implementor free to choose the internal representation of the NUCLEOL d~ta structure to be the most effficient on his particular commuter.
